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Press release 

BCGSoft Releases BCGControlBar Pro version 10.0 
 

May 5, 2008 –St. Petersburg, Russia. BCGSoft Co Ltd today announced that BCGControlBar Professional 

Edition version 10.0 is available.  

This is a major release that introduces many new features and enhancements including the long awaited 

Gantt Control, Skinned Dialog and Forms support, enhanced Vista Aero support, Planner Multi-Resource 

support, Grid and Report Control enhancements, new Ribbon Control gadgets and enhancements, new 

Progress Dialog component, revised MS Active Accessibility support, Explorer Toolbar with navigation 

buttons, improved Task Pane look. 

Gantt Control. 

Gantt Control is used to display tasks, appointments or other kinds of activities. It comes with integrated 

Grid Control and makes it easy to build scheduling as well as many other types of applications. The 

current implementation provides the developers with a rich set of features like different types of task 

objects, fully customizable appearance, unlimited time bar, task connectors, zoom in/zoom out, 

collapsible groups, print and print preview, drag & drop support. 

Skinned Dialogs and Forms. 

This feature allows easily apply skins to any dialog, dialog bar or form. All existing controls as well as 

many newly added controls can be displayed on a skinned dialog using the same visual theme.  

Enhanced Aero Glass Support. 

Now all controls, menu elements and other gadgets can be displayed on Aero Glass. It’s possible to 

apply the Glass effect either to a whole dialog, or to any part of it with a single method call. 

Planner Multi-resource support. 

This feature allows to display appointments for several resources simultaneously. Now the Planer is 

suitable for complex scheduling applications dealing with many resources. 

Grid and Report Control Enhancements. 

The Grid and Report control became more powerful because they implement filtering capabilities, 

merged cells, “preview pane”, advanced printing features and custom tooltips for groups. 

New Ribbon Control Gadgets and Enhancements. 

The Ribbon Control implements full keyboard navigation now. Other enhancements include the ability 

to customize Gallery context menu, enable and disable keyboard customization at runtime, the ribbon 



slider can be displayed with various styles enabling the developers to add to the Ribbon equalizer-like 

controls. 

Progress Dialog. 

The new Progress Dialog component enables the developers to easily incorporate various types of Wait 

dialogs into their applications. An out of the box Progress dialog displays a progress indicator, 

percentage, owner draw header, animation and several messages. A dialog can be themed as any other 

dialog in the framework.  

Revised MS Active Accessibility support. 

The Active Accessibility support has been revised and fully implemented within the library. The most of 

the library controls are derived from a single class that encapsulates and virtualizes the Active 

Accessibility support.  

Explorer Toolbar Control. 

The new Explorer Toolbar control implements an Explorer-like toolbar with navigation (forward and 

backward) buttons. It’s capable of remembering the navigation history and can display a popup menu 

with the history.  

Complete information about product features can be found on the company’s website 

http://www.bcgsoft.com  

About BCGSoft Co Ltd 
BCGSoft Co Ltd is the leading provider of business components for Microsoft Windows. Customer 

satisfaction is our first priority and we aim to produce only top quality software. User interface 

programming is not always an easy process, and we do our best to help developers incorporate into 

their applications the most advanced technologies available in today's market. 
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